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Historic lakes and trails take you
deep into the Cariboo Mountains.

Relax in the Tranquility!
Slender lakes and marshes team with wildlife. The

Bowron Lakes Chain is a naturalist�s paradise with diverse
ecosystems, rich with moose, grizzly and black bear,

beavers, eagles, osprey and a myria of waterfowl. Paddle
on our 8-day trip around the entire chain or sample the

lakes on our 3-day West Side Adventure.

If you have special interests or a unique itinerary ask what
we can do for you! We are experienced in providing

customized and corporate backcountry adventures any
season of the year.

Feel the Awe!
Paddle clear, deep lakes through

towering mountains.

Thrill to River Travel!
Drift and Paddle the Cariboo

River along the skirts of
stunning peaks leading you to
the spectacular Cariboo Falls.

Stunning Views
Sheer drops to the deepest fjord lake in North

America.

Expansive Meadows
Rolling subalpine meadows are surrounded by

the peaks of the Cariboos.

This relatively easy 3-day hike has little elevation
gain as you travel across scenic terrain.

     �I don�t believe that I have
ever been on a trip which has
been led with such calmness

and assurance . . .�
� T.R.

San Francisco

1861 Gold Rush
Pack Trail Hike

Snowshoe Mountain, Antler
Mountain, Breakneck and

Horseshoe Nail Ridge are just
some of the colourful places you

will hike on our 3-day trip. In
1861 �Doc� Keithley travelled this

route and started the biggest
gold rush in British Columbia

history. Today it is your path to
solitude and adventure.

Bowron Lakes
Canoe Adventure

World Famous Canoe Route!

Alpine Ridge Walks
Wildflowers

History

Join us for beautiful day trips canoeing or hiking in
the mountains. Our trips are suitable for all experience

levels and include both alpine and historical tours.

Day Trips

Cameron Ridge Hike

We take you there!
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The lakes and mountains of the Cariboo are beautifully
desolate in winter. However, many creatures leave their

story. Otters drag deep trenches with their bellies through
the snow, moose wander through the forests and across the
lakes. Wolves take advantage of the light snow cover on the

lakes to travel extensively. These animals, and more, leave
their tracks to be read like a book by you and your guide.

                Remote Destinations!
Day 2 takes us up the Indianpoint Lagoon

and over the snow laden Isaac portage. This
is followed by a glorious ski down the middle
of Isaac Lake. We pass the base of Wolverine

Mountain and arrive at our evening home
deep in the Cariboo Mountain trench.

�I don�t think I�ve
ever travelled
anywhere for four
days and not seen
another person.
This has been a
very special
experience.�

 � S.K.
Germany
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pre and post trip
accommodation can be

arranged in wells.
call for trip planning,

bookings and more
information. our website

also provides information.

evening you relax on your bunk by a warm stove, go for a
moonlight ski. Enjoy the brilliance of the star-filled sky or

perhaps enjoy the dance of the Northern Lights.

Unparalleled Wilderness!
Day 1 takes us up over two portages and across two lakes
to reach a cabin on a small bluff overlooking Indianpoint

Lake and the associated mountains.

Due to the unique nature of this environment, the
number of participants is limited to a maximum of 4 per

trip. Previous experience cross country skiing is an asset
but not necessary.

Exhilarating Experience!
Day 3 sees us skiing back on our old trails (if they�re still
showing!) enjoying the return view and admiring the

tracks of animals who�ve chosen to follow our well beaten
path rather than use precious energy making their own.

Day 4 and we ski back to civilization with long glides back
down over the portages, which offer gentle downhill

relief to tired travellers.

Spend four days out on the Bowron Lake Chain in the winter. The
mountains are fabulous, dressed in their snowy mantle. By day we travel in

whatever weather nature sends us.  Your guide takes you safely through
the best terrain making sure that you travel over the strongest ice. In the

Deep Powder!
Beautiful Views!

4 Days and 3 nights skiing and camping on the front ranges
of the Cariboo Mountains. Beginner and Intermediate skiers

will enjoy the easy access and safe terrain combined with the
care and attention of our experienced guide. Experience
winter and improve your skiing in our moutain sanctuary.

Day TripsDay TripsDay TripsDay TripsDay Trips
Let us take you on a unique winter excursion in our area.
With over 8 metres (25 feet) of snow per year we are a

winter paradise. Snowshoe and ski excusions are
customized to your experience level. We Take You There!
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